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The nature of language as a communicate tool is social attribute. It’s the spoken 
language, as the most direct form of language expression, is an important entry point 
for Chinese studies, while the colloquial words is the priority of the research of the 
spoken  language. Research on the colloquial words can not only better understand the 
formation mechanism of oral expression, but also help to build the entire Chinese 
vocabulary system. Nowadays, the development of Teaching Chinese as Second 
Language in full swing around the world and almost the whole world has launched a 
“Chinese Boom”. Foreign friends learn Chinese for using it as a communicative tool, 
and just for basic Chinese spoken dialogue. Therefore, this essay took marked 
colloquial words in dictionaries and specialized colloquial vocabulary dictionary as 
corpus sources, mainly in nouns, verbs and adjectives. 
The first chapter introduced the currently available oral Chinese and words 
formation in the relevant academic monographs, and discussed the classified ideas 
and conclusions. Thus it led to this topic background, scope and significance and so 
on.  
The next three chapters were from phonetics, grammar and semantics three angles 
to deeply analyze its morphological characteristics, to clarify aspects of phonetics is 
characterized by its retroflex as the suffix, the use of onomatopoeic, the sound of tone 
stack and decorated; aspects of grammar mainly in the difference of the productivity; 
aspects of semantic features is discussed through the semantic structure and meaning, 
the metaphors of word formation and morpheme selection tendency based on stylistic.  
The fifth chapter from the perspective of linguistic typology summarized the type 
characteristics of modern spoken Chinese, which is prototype features and decorated 
characteristics. 
The sixth chapter were based on the theory of modern Chinese colloquial words 
formation and related with practice, we used the formation characteristics of 
vocabulary to create relevant teaching model and use advanced teaching methods, 
such as morpheme pedagogy, integrated teaching method, analog associative 
pedagogy and multidimensional pedagogy, so we can no longer put emphasis on 
grammar in oral class. In this way, the students can have a better understanding of the 
formation theory and the meaning of colloquial words, in order to carry out oral 
expression more effectively. 
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